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House Renovation Continues:
Kitchen and 2 Suites Completed
Rick “Bozo” Rengel—ACB
VP and Housing
Construction is complete
and we are pricing new
kitchen equi pment –
stainless steel worktops,
sinks, and a commercial
dishwasher. Without your
Alumni donations it would
have not been possible!
Our Goals:

1. A commercial-grade
facility for the commissary’s production of
meals.
Water damage, poor layout,
and age have taken their
toll. The remodel must combine ‘frat house’ durability
with restaurant-level functionalism, quality of material, and a sanitary environment. The kitchen of this
level will encourage the

Commissary and enhance
the reputation of the meal
quality.
Objective: “Gut” existing
kitchen, develop new design
with Kitchen Designer.
Separate dishwashing sinks
from prep areas, add lockable pantry for food storage.
E qui pm en t , c oun t er s,
shelves, etc. shall all be removable for easy cleaning,
floor shall be retiled and
sloped to drain a floor sink,
and wall finishes shall be
FRP. Dishwashing shall
utilize a commercial washer
with 4-minute cycles and
integral dish-wash and dishstorage racking system.

Phase 1 of the Kitchen Remodel is
COMPLETE!

2. The Kitchen shall be
a nexus of activity for
the brotherhood.

mulated House policy and
the Kitchen fueled a flow of
dynamic and creative group
energy. But, the Kitchen,
along with generations of
brothers, has changed.
Equipment abuse, failure to
clean-up, missing food and

Once, “Kitchen Execs” for-

(Continued on page 8)

Letter from ACB President
The past year has been one
of great achievements and
great challenges. The chapter has grown to be one of
the largest on campus. We
have brothers serving in
leadership positions in IFC
and many clubs. The house
continues to be one of the
top contributors to the SLO

canned food drive. The
house remains responsible
by providing safe rides
home from downtown on
weekends. The pledge projects (driveway retaining
wall, back fences) provided
some much needed improvements to the property
that will last for years.

This rapid growth has come
with some "growing pains."
Most of the growth has
come in the form of younger
brothers and the maturity
level of the house is an issue
they struggle with. As many
of you have heard, when the
(Continued on page 2)
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Letter from ACB President
(Continued from page 1)

house executive board changed in January, the new exec discovered that the
house was in serious debt. This was a
shock to both the active chapter and the
ACB. The ACB had been receiving its
rent check relatively on
time for the past two years
and the active chapter had
been operating as usual as
far as the members knew.

construct the records as well as develop
new controls that would eliminate /
greatly reduce the possibility of this
kind of financial mismanagement from
happening again. Ace has worked with
the past and current house treasurer as
well as the ACB
treasurer to piece
together what has
happened, and to
make changes to
our
processes.
Ever yone
in volved is truly
grateful to Ace
for volunteering
his expertise and
h e l p .
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cohol, attending the Spring Leadership
conference, and attending the National
Convention. The house will also not be
eligible for an Alcohol Free Housing
waiver for the entire school year, meaning that the house will be dry for the
2004/2005 school year. The ACB is
working in cooperation with the school
and National Fraternity to restore the
chapter’s good standing and we will be
fully enforcing all of the sanctions.
In addition to the two problems above,
we still have the issue of the fraternity
house's deteriorating condition. Over
the past few years we've gutted and redone the bathrooms, fixed drainage
problems, fixed electrical problems,
added heaters, and other small improvements. These all have been aimed
at improving day-to-day living at the
fraternity house.

About a week after learning of this situation, the
ACB sat down with the
active exec board in February at our annual Goals
and Objectives Retreat to
work through this issue.
The first thing we did was
Alcohol and its
go through who was owed
role in the fraterActives struggled with how to use
This Summer, we kicked it up a gear
what, after adding up all Credit.
nity continues to
and remodeled Butcher Shop and
the debts, the grand total
be an issue. DurDeadwood as well as the Chapter
came to approximately
ing Sailors Ball
Room and Dining Room (please see
$65,000! We decided to concentrate on
this year the police responded to a
Bozo’s report for details). In a Summer
"stopping the bleeding" by putting tonoise complaint and one of the units
teleconference, due to problems found
gether a budget that would continue to
that came to the house was from the
when remodeling the dining room we
pay down debts owed to third parties
Campus Police. An officer from that
agreed to take the first step towards a
and get the actives through the rest of
unit issued a report to the school where
complete kitchen remodel. The goal
the school year. At the start of the
he observed that the party was open (i.
was to fix the major issues
2004-2005 school year, members of the
e. no secuand get the kitchen funcACB and the active treasurer put tority contional ASAP for the school
gether a budget for this year that will
tr olling
year. ACB VP/Housing
eliminate all third party debt.
who was
Brother Bob Veazie "Ace" came
M a n a g er / M V P , Ri c k
allowed
Rengel "Bozo" has been
forward
to
reconstruct
the
records
as
The budget we put together last Februin), multiinstrumental in leading the
ary seemed to indicate that the money
ple kegs on
well as develop new controls
way on these improvecoming in was nearly sufficient to
pr op e r t y,
ments. He puts together the
cover the expenses going out
and beer
plans, proposes multiple
(excluding the debt payments). We deb e i n g
ways of doing the projects,
cided an investigation was needed to
ser ved
hires the contractors, often
determine where the money making up
without checking IDs. The school has
does
much
of the work himself, and
the debt went. The past treasurer had
placed the chapter on probation for the
makes
sure
the
job gets done and gets
set up the bill collecting through a 3rd
Fall quarter, they will be allowed to
done
right.
We
sincerely
thank him and
party that specializes in fraternity billRush, but they will not be allowed to
for
the time that
especially
his
family
ing (Omega Financial) and as a result,
participate in any other school activih e in vest s in th e h ou se.
he decided that he didn't need to track
ties. The school passed the report on to
expenses. We spoke to some accountthe National Fraternity, who also
During the October 2004 meeting I set
ants about reconstructing the expense
placed the chapter on social probation.
out 3 priorities for the rest of the year:
records and performing an audit. The
National also developed a set of terms
cost for an accountant to do this and the
to be completed this year in order for
1.
Get the chapter off of probahonest estimation that they would not
the chapter to return to its normal
tion,
develop
a culture of accountbe able to do this were discouraging.
status: Conducting a seminar for memability
and
transform
the chapter
We asked the alumni base if anyone
bers on Responsibility and Accountinto
being
as
self-sufficient
as possicould help with this task, and Brother
ability, developing a written plan for
(Continued on page 9)
Bob Veazie "Ace" came forward to reconducting social events involving al-
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Active Finances Unraveled
Bob “Ace” Veazie
Over the last 2 years, the Active
Chapter has over-spent its budget
by about $60,000. This came to the
attention of ACB in early 2004 and
has been an active subject in ACB
and Alumni Association meetings.
A critical review was performed
and significant reforms have been
put in place to prevent this from occurring again.
This debt has four components. Actives have receivables (late bills) of
about $10,000 (most collectable).
Actives also owe ACB about
$25,000; owe local utilities about
$7,000; and owe credit card companies about $18,000.

Regional Alumni
Chapters
Chris "Yabut" Patterson W'73
Regional Alumni Chapters are
geographically defined groups of
Alumni that organize into a unit.
Such Chapters could provide input
to our Alumni Association.

Alumni review found that this occurred because key processes and
procedures fell out of practice. The
over-riding process
break was failure to
follow basic financial
management. Budgets
were not created,
revenues and expenses were not effectively recorded, a
comparison of spending to the plan was
not made, and spending approval was lax.

Duties include accounting for dues
and contributions to AA Treasurer,
Create and Mail AA Communica-

used commercial credit card debt as
a means to cover their overspending each month.
We have changed multiple processes and procedures, and instituted
controls, so this will not recur.
However, the Chapter is saddled with a
$50,000
debt
(assuming collection of the $10,000
owed by Actives to
the Chapter). Addressing this debt
will likely remain in
the forefront of Active and Alumni
meeting for the next
several years.

Another process break
was the introduction
Expenses were not properly reand use of debt. They corded

Bob "Hots" Papazian, of Fresno,
has generously agreed to help us
test this idea. He will be forming
the Central Valley Alumni
Chapter. It will stretch from Bakersfield to south of Stockton
and include foothills and Sierras.

for our first Regional Alumni
Social Outing. You can reach
"Hots" at (559) 307-4601 or
email hots1973@hotmail.com.
Free drinks in the clubhouse (on
Yabut), for any non golfers who
want to attend!

If you're in this region, expect to
hear from Hots soon regarding a
Central Valley YITBOS Golf
Tournament. Please help him
with your ideas and enthusiasm

Obviously, other regions are ripe
for an Alumni Chapter. Couldn't
San Diego, Los Angeles, Central
Coast, Bay Area, and Sacramento-north be their own Chapters? How would you define regions in California?

Alumni Association Urgently Seeks Membership Chair
The Alumni Association is seeking
a brother adept at working with
publishing software and spreadsheets to manage Alumni Association Membership dues collection
and creating and mailing this very
Newsletter.

PAGE 3

tions, acquire existing and initiate
new membership and attend AA
meetings.
If you have the time, skills, creativity and drive, please contact
Alumni Association President
Jonathan “Peabody” Monfort at
714-713-1262 or via email
jonathanmonfort@yahoo.com

Anyone interested in starting a
Regional Alumni Chapter please
co nt act Yabu t at go ld dust@cwnet.com or any Alumni
Association officer.
YITBOS
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Active Chapter President State of the Chapter
The active Epsilon Rho chapter
has had a series of changes take
place on all fronts over the past
few months, and in the end we
will be coming out on top.

in men and helping them mature.
the active participation of actives
Realizing what
and alumni alike,
we wanted to be
and your donations,
We all have learned some very
about has come
244 California Blvd.
valuable lessons not only as
through seeing
has been said to
Delta
Sigs
but
also
as
growing
some with con"rival a sorority
men
The chapter has conducted the
flicting interests
house" in terms of
necessary requirements set by
leave the fraterhow it looks.
National and Cal Poly and will
nity, but we are
be off probation by the expected
now more united than ever and
It truly is impressive and the acdate of December 31, 2004.
on track for a great year.
tives thank you alumni for making it possible. We are on track
We all have learned some very
The executive board will change
to renovate two more suites in
valuable lessons not only as
in January and new leaders will
the summer of 2005, and the fiDelta Sigs but also as growing
emerge and carry out our tradinal two in the summer of 2006.
men and will be aptions and values.
plying what we have
We are excited about this year
learned to the next
The house itself
and getting back on the right
generation of Delta
has also been
road. We enjoy having alumni
Sigs. We as a chapter
through
some
come by and have had visits by
experienced an idenchanges and has
quite a few as of late. Carnation
tity crisis in the closexperienced thorBall will be held over Cal Poly's
ing months of the
ough renovations
Open House in April, as always.
school year last year,
with the kitchen,
Hope to see you there!
and with the help of
c h a p t er / l i v i n g
the active leadership
room, two suites,
YITBOS,
and some alumni, the
and the lawn.
David Crowell "Trips"
current active chapter
These improvePresident
has developed a com- House Unity is at an all time high. ments were long
mon goal in bringing
overdue but with

Alumni Donate to Capital Improvement Fund
The Kitchen remodel would not be
able to be finished if it were not for
alumni dipping into their own pockets to help out the Chapter in a time
of need.
The account is officially called the
"Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity Donation Account"

Long range plans for the chapter
include major cosmetic renovations;
however, according to Rick Rengal
and the ACB the house needs to
come up to minimum livablitily
standards, including a functional
kitchen and economically remodeled suites.

To date, donations have come from:
$2500 or More
Carl Cowan
$1000 to $2499
John Rix (Burgie)
Ron Schultz (Ruff)
(Continued on page 8)
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Alumni Association Honor Roll
Colin Blaney
Randall Brame Red Hot
Manuel Brazil Pepper
Bruce Breneman Otter
Thomas Brooks Woody
John Burnett
Charles Cabassi Ewe
Raymond Calande Mumbles
Members are listed in alphabetiBruce Cameron Scratch
cal order by last name. Alumi
Robert Canepa Rooster
who also gave to the Capitol imJoseph Castellano Panda
provement fund
Mike Chacon Zipp
Ted Cimral Chester
via their dues
Donald Cole Char
are also noted in
John Cole Walli
underlined italCarlton Cowen
ics
Robert Dailey Dribble
Robert DeLaney Zorro
If you are an
Edward Denn Gunga
Michael DiSanto Arbo
honor roll
Charles Dunbar Porky
Alumni and are
Larry Everett TA
not listed please
Dave French Tickler
contact the
Joseph Gallagher
Alumni AssoHands
Michael Gallagher
ciation PresiBlade
dent.
Gilman Goodrich Brush
Two Continuous Years of Support
Thomas
Green Iron Toe
Douglas Aitken
has helped the Chapter Alumni assoThomas
Hannum Ortho
Spuna
ciation become effective
William
Hartwig
Spade
Hal Angus Kilgore
Fredric
Heinzen
Ranger
Lawrence Annis
David
Hetyonk
Jughead
Buttle
Robert Hughes Tiger
James Atwater Admiral
Mike Ivy Snidley
Bruce Bader Hoss
Doug
Jones Cutter
Robert Bader Leaky
Tadahiro
Kato PT
Donald Bailey Beetle
Daniel
Kelly
Whippy
George Beach Udder

The Chapter Alumni Association
would like to recognize the following members for their support over the past two years
(2003 and 2004).

Web Expertise Needed
By: Chris “Yabut” Patterson W’73
Your Delta Sig brothers who have volunteered for years need your assistance
with getting an Alumni Association
web site. We’ve built a lot but it’s gotten to large to “man-handle” by a few
officers.

Jon Krause Cap
Stephen Lane Penny
Alonzo Laws Fuzz
Joshua Leichter Dunlop
John Lester Cleat
Jeffrey MacLean Grunion
Jonathan Monfort Peabody
Mark Moseley Gumby
Bertil Nelson Swede
James Nelson Ozzie
Marc Oberlin Colombo
Timothy O'Keefe Schroeder
Theodore Palmer Fingers
Christopher Patterson Yabut
Douglas Paul Frank
Gary Peterson
Richard Rengel Bozo
John Rix Burgy
Michael Roanhaus Harpo
Ronald Scholtz Ruff
Rolf Schumann Stutz
Ronald Sterling Lance
Richard Stewart Boo Boo
Roane Thorpe Babbles
David Tilstrom Hoover
James Troxel
Doug Zezoff Tarot
The following alumni are 2004 supporters and donated to the Capitol
Improvement Fund in 2003:
Robert Fairbanks
Bill Hockey
Roland Yates

newsletters, photo gallery, and ways to
help the men of the chapter.

We need to capture what we’ve built so
it’s never lost again. The site’s timesavings will help us focus on finding
and connecting lost alumni and improving communications.

We’re asking for donations of either
money or web hosting or even web authoring. It will cost upwards of $4,000.00
to develop and host a site with significant
storage of old photos. It’s an e-office we
need.

We’ve done our homework and have a
great site plan. It will have an edirectory, chat rooms, bulletin boards,

Please send your check to the Chapter
Alumni Association marked “for web
site”.
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Open House - Poly Royal Dates Announced
What used to be known as Poly
Royal is currently scheduled for
April 15th—17th 2005.

only be guaranteed on orders received by the Chapter before
March 1st 2005.

This year the Chapter will host
the usual events including Alumni
Active BBQ at the House, Alumni
Golf Tournament/Outing, Carnation Ball, and some fundraising
events.

Last year the Chapter lost thousands of dollars expecting higher
alumni turnout.

Make it a point
to take a long
weekend, go to
Farmers Market
on
Thursday
night, enjoy some
Tri-Tip and walk
down
Higuera
Street.

This year only those ordering
early will be guaranteed a seat for
dinner.
Come to dinner
and get to know
the active chapter
and the men taking Epsilon Rho
into the 21st century.

This year Carnation Ball will Enjoy yourself with the Active Chapter at
Carnation Ball

See the house renovations including
the Kitchen and
upstairs
suites

which have been completely remodeled.
The Men of the chapter are high
on pride and the Chapter has not
looked this good since 1975
The Alumni Control Board will
also meet on Saturday morning
April 17th at 09:00 AM to discuss
business. All Alumni are encouraged to attend.
The ACB will be discussing chapter finances, chapter health, and
the renovation of the remaining
suites during the summer of 2005.
For events sponsored by the University go to the Cal Poly official
Open House website at http://www.
orientation.calpoly.edu/openhouse/.

Carnation Ball ORDER BY MARCH 15th 2005
Time

Price

Dinner and Dance

07:00 PM

$50.00/Person

Dance Only

08:30 PM

$10.00/Person

Sign up for:

PLAN TO ATTEND NOW!!!
Special Offer
Send in you Carnation Ball Attendance Prior to March
1st, 2005 and you only pay the discounted rate.

Total:

For Orders Received
after March 15th or at
the Door, Dinner and
Dance is $75.00 per
person, Dance Only is
$15 per Person

HELP THE CHAPTER PLAN THEIR SOCIAL EVENT —
RESERVE EARLY!

Name

Address

Phone

DELTA S I GMA P HI FRA TERN ITY E PSI LO N RHO CHA P TER A LU MNI
A SSOC IA TIO N

C/O Jonathan Monfort
515 22nd Street
Huntington Beach, CA 92648

Phone: 714-969-2448
Jonathanmonfort@yahoo.com

Epsilon Rho Chapter
Alumni Association
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ACB Votes to take $50k In Debt to Remodel 4
Suites During Summer 2005
We are in the process of remodeling
the interior of the suites and completing the kitchen. Currently the
Kitchen is operational and two
suites have been remodeled.
The remaining four suites will be
completed by September 2005 and
the ACB will be taking out a line of
credit or mortgage based on the
chapter house value not to exceed
$50,000 dollars.
That is, unless we able to raise the
cash with our capital campaign to
build the Capital Improvement
Fund (“CIF”).
Over 32 years of hard living by
young men has taken its toll on this
structure.
The new suites are
sought after accommodations in a

competitive market.

be

reached

Although funds
donated through
the Alumni Association are NOT
tax
deductible,
you will still feel
good about yourself.
If you have a larger sum that you
would like to leverage with a tax
benefit
please
contact brother
Jim Valdez about
contributing to
the 21st Century/ Raise the money or take out a loan, either way
E p s il on
R ho the ACB is responsible to provide adequate
Fund. Jim can housing for the Actives.

at
jamesgvaldez@charter.net
21st Century/Epsilon
Rho donations
are
funds that go to National for use by EP.
Although these funds
cannot be used for
improvements, ACB
can take out a low
interest loan against
21st
Century
Funds —like taking a
loan on your 401k.
The Alumni Association and ACB will be
working up a program to recognize
Contributors .

Alumni Assn Enrollment and CIF Donation

Due by March 1, 2005

Amount

Alumni Assn Dues One Year

$20.00

Capitol Improvement Fund

Special Offer
Donate to the Capital Improvement Fund (“CIF”) and You will feel
good! If you ever lived at 244 California Blvd. Just try to remember
how much wear and tear you contributed, then reach deep and send
a donation to help turn the chapter into
the best house on campus (even nicer
than the sororities!) Help create the
atmosphere that contributes to a lifetime of memories.
For those contributing before Poly
Royal of this year, donate to your
specific room. Each room will receive
a plaque on the back of the front door
with donors. Be sure to give your
name, nickname, and the approx year you lived in the room.
Your Alumni Assn Enrollment and CIF Donation are not tax deductible
FOR TAX DEDUCTABLE DONATIONS
SEE BACK PAGE

Description

Epsilon Rho Chapter
Alumni Association

Please attach your
check payable to
“DSP EP Alumni

$

Total:

Name

Address

Phone

DELTA S I GMA P HI FRA TERN ITY E PSI LO N RHO CHA P TER A LU MNI
A SSOC IA TIO N

C/O Jonathan Monfort
515 22nd Street
Huntington Beach, CA 92648

Phone: 714-969-2448
Jonathanmonfort@yahoo.com
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Alumni Speakers Wanted

Alumni Donate Hard Cash
(Continued from page 4)

Dathe(3 Ytibos in the family:
Robert
Steve
Erich
Doug Aitken (Spuna)
Epsilon Rho Alumni Association

$100 to $999
Eric Nielsen (Deano)
Don Wyman (Gutter)
Neil Sellers (Tilt)
Mark Moseley (Gumby)
Rob Yates (Custer)
0—$99
Jon Krause (Cap)
Scott Bryers (Page)
Sean Ringer (Vice)
Michael Roanhaus
The ACB and
(Harpo)
the Alumni AsScott Morlan (Stub)
sociation
exJohn Bann (Echo)
tends its gratiGary Pfeiffer (Nihi)
tude to these
Roland Yates (Solo)
Alumni for their
David Smario
generosity.
Perry Chinn (Ginsu)
Tom Brooks (Woody) Your donations are always welcome!

The Chapter is looking for Alumni
Speakers to come and talk about how
the Epsilon Rho Chapter has affected
their Careers and Lives. Contact
ACB or Active EL Chairmen for further information

Alumni Assn Dues Now
Calendared Starting 2005
Alumni Association Dues are now due
by the end of the first month of each
year — don’t worry, we will still send
you a notice!
Prior years dues were for Academic
year and collections were spread over
a 9 month period
In an effort to create a broader base we
are asking alumni to contact their
friends from the Chapter and ask if they
have given this year.

Alumni Encouraged to Visit the House
Do you pass through San Luis
Obispo on occasion for business or
pleasure?
The Chapter and the alumni association invite you to visit and
meet the brothers and see the improvements that have been made.
Tremendous change is afoot at the
chapter and we welcome alumni

Remodel Underway
(Continued from page 1)

utensils, etc. forced the Kitchen to be
locked-down, except for evening meal
production. Live-Ins began to install
refrigerators, toaster-ovens and microwaves in their rooms and store personal
food.
Objective: Be able to lock-off the
‘Commissary Kitchen’ from an

to spend some time and meet the
brothers.
Times
h av e
changed but the
brotherhood is
very strong with
a 21st century
spin: everybody
has cell phones
and computers .

The chapter house number is 805543-9818.

The brotherhood is very
strong with a 21st century
spin...

‘Active’s Kitchen.’ During meal serdesigned in two phases. Phase II is
vice, the Actives Kitchen will be the
planned for Summer of 2006, and
Serving Crew’s work and dishwashing
walls, plumbing, and electrical have all
areas. At other times, microbeen placed in Phase I to dovetail
waves, toaster oven, and sinks
into Phase II. The Laundry is
shall be provided for personal
planned to move to the upstairs
meal service. Add vending in
breezeway, and relocation of a
the breezeway to provide
new men/women’s restroom off
plenty of food and fundraise,
the downstairs breezeway.
eliminating the need to store,
cook, and waste food in AcSee it for yourself, along with the
tive’s rooms. Considering Other Suites will go
2 model suites, Butcher Shop and
under the hammer in
both goals, the facility was Summer 2005
Deadwood, at Poly Royal 2005!
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ACB Prez Letter
(Continued from page 2)

ble. The chapter has begun to change,
but it is moving too slow. Anyone who
tries to defend the slow rate of change
is adding to the problem, not helping
solve it. The chapter must change.

LO O K IN G E AST

Me giving a speech about these issues
isn’t going to solve them. The brotherhood as a whole needs to focus on
these issues and take action to address
them. Everyone seems to have great
ideas for recipes (which are appreciated), but what we really need is people
to cook the food.

2005 Update:
I’m happy to report that the chapter is
2.
Financial and Social Plannow off probation with the school, and
ning. The chapter must get back to
is in line to get off National probation
fiscal responsibility. It’s not just the
at the end of the year. The chapter has
treasurer’s job, it’s the whole house’s
made great strides to redefine what the
job. Use of a budget, running as a cash
chapter is about and the core memberoperation. We are putting in financial
ship that has chosen to stay on board is
controls to help prevent trouble from
solid. Their finances are definitely imhappening including more frequent reproving; they are following the budget
porting as well as new checks and balput together at the beginning of the
ances. Social events must be planned.
year, and have nearly eliminated their
The cost needs to be managed and
third party debts. Through the financial
budgeted for realistically. Locations
record reconstruction and investigation,
must be set up well ahead of time, and
the ACB has recovered/stopped paying
alcohol logistics must be managed.
on approximately $17K worth of debt
that could not be substantiated as being
3.
Continuing the renovation of
valid house expenses. Special thanks
the chapter house. Bozo
go to Bob Veazie “Ace”,
has been spurring the whole
Bob “Tee” Watt, John
fraternity on and has made
McKenna “Radar”, Steve
tremendous progress. We
Miller “Rocky”, and Patrick
must continue the renovaWard “Mcfly” for their eftion and get the house reforts and legal / law enfreshed. Bozo is very inforcement advice. In addivolved, and the chapter
tion, the chapter and ACB
needs to share the burden of
with the help of Jim Evans
maintenance and owning
“3.2%” have started workThe Chapter was on ing on a business plan for
this house.
Probation for the Fall the long-term success of
Epsilon Rho.
Without 1 and 2, 3 isn’t going to matter. The belief that 3 is going to magiAs you can see, it’s been a busy year!
cally make 1 and 2 occur is wishful
This year is set up to be one of rebuildthinking. That being said, the ACB has
ing the chapter, rediscovering the valan obligation to continue the renovation
ues of the fraternity, and returning to a
effort. Of the many problems we are
position of financial stability. It's going
dealing with simultaneously, it’s the
to be a difficult year with all the change
one that the ACB and alumni perhaps
that is taking place. I encourage all
have the greatest control over.
alumni to visit the chapter this year,
meet the current actives, and consider
With greater alumni involvement, the
serving on the ACB. Elections are this
chapter seems to have become less selfSpring and there will be open positions.
sufficient. The chapter is an owner of
A strong alumni presence and interest
the house, not a renter. Epsilon Rho’s
shows the brothers that we care about
success is ultimately the responsibility
their success.
of the active membership; the alumni
and volunteers can only do so much.
Sincerely,
J. T. Gilkeson " Lego "
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ACB Prez to hand over
Gavel in Spring 2005
JT “Lego” Gilkeson announced his
pending retirement as ACB President
last Poly Royal 2004.
If you have the time, energy and experience in running a non-profit volunteer organization please contact
any ACB member.
The Chapter has undergone some extensive improvements and challenges.
There are a minimum of three meetings per year that the ACB president
chairs: two general meetings at
Homecoming and Open House, and a
third meeting to go over Goals and
Objectives.
If you want to know more about the
position contact Lego directly at
Home: 650-386-6423 Work: 408522-7110 or via email
dsplego@yahoo.com

Bond Eternal Visit
Temporary for Alum
The Chapter Alumni Association is
pleased to report that one alumni has made
it back from being reported as “Bond Eternal”
Although Mitch “Private” Kotula flirted
with the Bond during his tour in Vietnam,
he has assured the editor that he can still
fog a mirror.
Thanks to Jim “BIP” Houser for passing
on the 2002 Directory to Private. Mitch
currently resides in Montana and will be
listed in the next directory with the living.
Mitch: Your Alumni Association Dues
are Late.
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Kitchen
Under
Construction

Panorama looking at back wall of kitchen, stove to the right, dining room to the
left. Floor of the kitchen received a drain and slope to prevent further mildew
and mold issues.

Looking towards the kitchen from the dining room. Lower portions of walls
and insulation were removed due to mold.

Phase 2 of the Kitchen remodel will separate
the serving crew from the kitchen and allow
actives to use a smaller kitchen during off
hours.

Looking towards the front of the house in the
Kitchen.
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2004 ACB and Active Exec Phone List
ACB President
J.T. Gilkeson ‘Lego’
181 Ada Avenue #20
Mountain View, CA 94043
H: 650-386-6423 W. 408-522-7110
dsplego@yahoo.com
ACB Vice-President/Housing
Rick Rengel ‘Bozo’
6033 Alta Mira Lane, SLO, CA 93405
H. 805-541-3700 W. 714-832-3333
rick@rengelarch.com
ACB Treasurer
Bob Veazie ‘Ace’
710 NW James Place
Corvallis, Oregon 97330
Email addresses: Bob.Veazie@hp.com
Followthearrow@hotmail.com
W. 541-715-2301 H. 541-754-1612
Cell: 541-760-2951
Robert Watt ‘Tee’
6930 SW Locust Street,
Tigard, OR 97223
Home 503.293.2422 Cell 503.307.8335
Robert-watt@alumni.calpoly.edu
ACB Secretary
John Quinn ‘Bogart’
4844 Westmont Ave.
Campbell, CA 95008
H. 408-378-1573 W. 650-568-3051
jquinn0501@yahoo.com
ACB EL
Scott Smith ‘Buster’
294 W. Dayton, Fresno, CA 93705
H. 559-229-4131 W. 559-433-1330
Scott.W.Smith@morganstanley.com
AA President
Jonathan Monfort ‘Peabody’
515 22nd St, Huntington Beach, CA 92648
714-969-2448
jonathanmonfort@yahoo.com
Chapter Advisor
Aaron Smith ‘Moby’
2801 Johnson Ave. #10, SLO, CA 93401
H. 805-545-5825 W. 805-226-7107
smitharon@yahoo.com
Chapter President
Jeff Janvier “Boomhauer”
jjanvier@calpoly.edu
(510)914-4114

Chapter Treasurer
Ryan Smith “Bugs”
resmith@calpoly.edu
(805)801-9580
Chapter Housing
Elliott Layus “Lamar”
elayus@calpoly.edu
(805)215-6777

Other Chapter Officers
Vice President
Dan Moroni “Cougar”
joebanjo@earthlink.net
(650)576-8854
Secretaty
Ryan Gardener “Kuffs”
rgardner@calpoly.edu
(925)548-1579
Pledge Educator
Sean Ramsey “Chops”
sramsey@calpoly.edu
(530)209-1143
Rush Chairman
Ryan Perron “Johnny 5”
rperron@calpoly.edu
(925)708-0131
Social Chairman
Dan Oleson “Mowgli”
danole_33@hotmail.com
(925)642-0875
E.L. Chairman
Blake Ryan “Jester”
Mitchnmbr4@aol.com
(760)238-6321
Sergeant at Arms
D.J. McIntyre “Dobber”
Chevl1972@yahoo.com
(510)292-5435
Commissary
Brett Strauss “Sonar”
Gmc56jimmy@yahoo.com
(818)321-1069
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D E L T A S I G M A P H I F R A T ER NI T Y EP S I L O N R H O
C H A P T ER A L U M NI A S S O CI A T I O N
C/O Jonathan Monfort
515 22nd Street
Huntington Beach, CA 92648

Phone: 714-969-2448
Jonathanmonfort@yahoo.com

Epsilon Rho Chapter
Alumni Association

Engineering Tomorrow’s Leadership.

We’re on the WEB!!
Www.sloyitbos.com

Tax Deductible Contributions
The ACB has authorized the establishment of a Fundraising
Committee. Jim Valdez/TJ/F’66 has accepted the chairmanship of the committee. Jim, working with various Brothers, is
starting to prepare a Fundraising Plan and Capital Campaign.
The Brothers working with Jim are Jim Larson/Lurch/W’72,
Mike Roanhaus/Harpo/S’70, Chris Patterson/Yabut/W’73,
and Dave Tilstrom/Hoover/F’78. The Campaign will raise
funds based upon the Business Plan Targets being developed
by Jim Evans/3.2/S’58 and his committee. Funds for the
House Renovation Project will be one of the Targets for
Fundraising.
Ultimately, Jim would like to have a Committee Member in
each major Metropolitan Area. Those Brothers wishing to
help on the Fundraising Committee should contact Jim at his
Email Address: jamesgvaldez@charter.net.
The donated contributions will be tax-deductible and be
maintained in the Delta Sigma Phi 21st Century/Epsilon
Rho Fund.

